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Abstract. Requirements engineering in software development includes, among other activities, the process of
evaluating, prioritizing and selecting the requirements which will be implemented in the next release of a
software product. In particular, in case of market driven software development, the various requirements issued
from the market (potential customers of the software) are examined through evaluation activities to determine
which requirements are valuable and cost effective to be implemented in the next software release. One practical
approach often applied in this process is the so called “requirements triage” that results in a classification of
requirements into different priority classes. In this paper, we present a re-entrant queuing model to analyze,
through simulation, the decision quality and the performance of such a process. The presented model considers
that requirements arrive following a Poisson distribution and they are channeled into dedicated servers (i.e.,
requirements analysts) which evaluate them by applying an initial screening and then a more detailed
evaluation activity. In comparison with other relevant approaches in the literature, the proposed model is more
enhanced since it includes structural elements, such as different service rates for servers (i.e., analysts may have
different productivity rates), re-entrant lines and garbage collectors for requirements as well as the option that
the initial classification of a requirement might be re-evaluated and altered during the process.

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a re-entrant queuing model [4] to analyze, through simulation, the decision quality and the
performance of the so called “requirements triage” process [2]. In software requirements engineering,
requirements triage is a process that has its origins from the medical treatment field and it is usually applied to
evaluate which requirements of a software product will be finally implemented in the next software release, given
the time and resources available. The process follows some sequential phases (i.e., requirements screening,
evaluation and construction) and finally results in classifying the software requirements into different priority
classes. In particular, we assume that a requirements triage process classifies all arriving requirements into
requirements of Class A which must be realized in the next software release, requirements of Class B which need
not be realized in the next software release and requirements of Class C which should be realized but further
examination is required to determine if their implementation is cost-effective [7].
The paper suggests a simulation model of analyzing a requirements triage process that makes use of a
symbolic simulation technique (Monte Carlo method). The model attempts to replicate the characteristics of a
requirements triage process through the use of estimated probability distributions for the process parameters. The
process is modeled by a re-entrant M/M/c/100/∞ queuing system [9], in which the process phases (screening,
evaluation and construction) are repeated several times. In the relevant literature, there are also other approaches
which apply queuing systems simulation to analyze requirements engineering processes [1], [3] [5], [6]. In comparison
with these approaches, the proposed model is more enhanced since it considers different service/productivity
rates for the servers (i.e., requirements analysts) which undertake the process phases. In the suggested model
there are also re-entrant lines which feed certain requirements back in the process for further evaluation. This
characteristic allows to re-evaluate the initial classification and prioritization of requirements. The model finally
includes garbage collectors for collecting those (unimportant and cost-effective) requirements which need not be
realized in the next software release.
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The suggested stochastic simulation model can be used for deriving information about the requirements flow
in a software requirements engineering workflow and based on estimations of the rates of requirements arrivals,
the simulation can be applied to calculate: i) the number of requirements being balked in the process, ii) the
number of requirements being processed by every server (i.e., every requirements analyst) in the process and iii)
the number of finished (analyzed) requirements. The model also calculates the average waiting and execution
times spent by any requirement in the process. An important goal of the suggested analysis is to test the
effectiveness, the quality and the performance of the requirements triage process by computing useful metrics.
These metrics are: (i) the proportion of “erroneous” evaluation decisions performed by the requirements analysts,
(ii) the proportion of requirements driven to garbage collectors and (iii) estimates for the process delays due to
rework and analysts’ work overload. The simulation is implemented in the Queuing System Simulator of
WINQSB software package. The WINQSB simulator provides a way to perform an early analysis for the process
efficiency. Finally, WINQSB offers facilities for the visualization of all computed effectiveness / performance
process measures.

2

THE SIMULATION MODEL

In the current section of the paper we simulate the requirements flow in a market-driven software
development process, starting from Screening (S) through Evaluation (E) phase, using a methodological
approach based on queuing theory. The proposed model assumes that, if perfect information about a requirement
was available, it would be possible to examine, in advance, if it is a good decision to include or not a requirement
in the next software product release. In particular, the requirements arriving at the process are assumed to be
classified into three priority classes, namely A, B and C class. Class A includes important requirements which
(under perfect information) must be developed in the next software release; Class B contains unimportant
requirements which (under perfect information) need not be realized in the next software release; Class C
includes requirements which (under perfect information) are considered of medium importance. Simulation
results can be used to examine the quality of the decisions (i.e., the proportion of correct / erroneous decisions)
taken during the requirements triage process by computing the number of evaluation decisions which are not
consistent with the initial classification of the incoming requirements into the three priority classes presented
before.
The three requirements classes are associated with corresponding requirements arrival populations.
Requirements are assumed to enter the process with Poisson entrance and they are channeled into dedicated
servers (requirements analysts) of the Screening phase of the process. Screening servers (requirements analysts)
either direct the requirements into dedicated servers (other analysts) of the Evaluation stage (after re-evaluating
their classification) or put the requirements on hold for a second decision/glance. The screening phase may also
decide for a requirement to exit the queuing system without finishing the designed service sequence. The
screening servers’ evaluation is characterized by using probabilities values which denote the connections to the
following nodes (i.e., an analyst could change the initial requirement’s class). Requirements driven to the servers
(analysts) working at the Evaluation phase form queues of finite capacity which follow also a FIFO discipline.
Requirements which need rework form pseudo queues which feedback requirements to the servers of the
Screening phase. The rework flow is modeled as a loop connecting each Screening server and a rework buffer.
Service times are assumed to be exponentially distributed with different service (productivity) rates per server
(analyst).
2.1 Model Structure
Figure 1 depicts the re-entrant line queuing model under study. The model consists of four types of elements:
(i) requirements of classes A, B and C, (ii) servers working at the screening phase (i.e., servers AS, BS, CS) and
servers working at the evaluation phase (i.e., servers AE, BE, CE), (iii) outlets/garbage collectors (i.e., GA, GB,
GC) which collect all requirements rejected from corresponding servers (i.e., servers AS, BS, CS, respectively)
and (iv) finite-capacity queues of requirements. The three requirements populations (A, B and C) arrive to the
servers of the Screening phase with different arrival rates and they are queued in a FIFO discipline. Servers AS,
BS, CS use an output rule based on probabilities attached to their output connections. Requirements enter the
next phase according to these estimated probabilities. Requirements which require rework form pseudo queues
which return back requirements to the servers of the previous phase. The queues formed by the requirements
before and after the Screening phase follow a FIFO discipline with a finite capacity of 100 units. Thus, the
presented queuing model consists of 21 components: 3 requirement sources, 9 queues, 3 garbage collectors (that
is an outlet for requirements to exit the queuing system without to be considered for further development) and 6
servers (analysts).
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Figure 1: The process model from Screening through Evaluation phase depicted in QSS simulator
2.2 Probability Distributions and Parameters Estimation
The choice of adopting the exponential distribution for modeling requirements interarrival and service times
is also made in other studies in the relevant literature [1], [5], [6]. For example, Antoniol et al.[1] suggested an
exponential distribution when the square of the coefficient of variation, defined as the ratio of the standard
deviation to the mean, takes values between 0.7 and 1.3. They also performed foodness-fit-tests to assess the
similarity of real data distributions with exponential distributions.
In the current approach, we follow a hypothesis that was also adopted in [8]. In particular, the basic
parameters of a queuing system that describes a software development process can be estimated either by analogy
based on past projects or by using judgment expressed by experts (experienced software professionals within a
software development organization). Of course these estimates can be, at a certain degree, imprecise, however, as
more experience is gained by repeating the same steps of a software development process, more refined estimates
can be obtained. The values of the parameters considered in the experimental model are, to some extent, time
dependent and case sensitive. The values of the parameters λA, λB, λC stand for the rates that the development
organization receives from the market requirements. These rates correspond respectively to the arrival rates of
customer (requirement) classes A, B and C in the simulation model. The value of the service rates (i.e., the values
of the parameters μAS, μBS, μCS, μAE, μBE and μCE) are subject to variations of the service (analysts) team size and
team composition (expert and novice analysts). We used parameter estimates by considering also that a screening
phase is performed more rapidly than the subsequent evaluation phase. The assumptions for the model parameter
are consistent with the example cases presented in [8].

A
B
C

λA

λB

λC

μAS

μBS

μCS

5

3.33

4

6.67

4

5

μAE
4
3.33
2

μBE
2
1
0.5

μCE
3.33
2
1

Table 1. Parameter assumptions (requirements rates per day)
Probability attached to the
connection (from / to)

Rework
buffer

AS

0.1

BS
CS

Rework
buffer

Rework
buffer

0.2
0.1

QA

QB

QC

GA

0.5

0.3

0.05

0.0
5

0.1

0.6

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.75

Table 2. Probabilities concerning servers’ classification criteria

GB

GC

0.0
5
0.05
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3 SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THE REQUIREMENTS TRIAGE PROCESS
In the experimental model, we considered a requirements triage process of 100 man-days. Applying the data
entry parameters of Table 1 and Table 2, 30 simulations were carried out for 100 man-days each. Based on the
specified random seed (Figure 2), 30 similar instances of the requirements triage process were simulated.

Figure 2. Specification of random number sequence
3.1 Simulation Results
The simulation provided the following prompt results per simulation (Figures 3, 4 and 5).

Figure 3. Results from analyzing servers’ performances

Figure 4. Results from analyzing customers (requirements) data
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Figure 5. Results from analyzing the garbage collector of requirements (customers)
3.2 Process Measures
The statistical analysis of 30 simulated average service times and average waiting times, results in the
following graphical comparison (Figure 6A and Figure 6B).
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The model effectiveness is measured using four performance measures: (i) the percentages of "erroneous"
decisions by noting down requirements of class A (or B or C) which are not assigned at the same class as they
follow in evaluation phase, (ii) the percentages of requirements driven to garbage collectors, (iii) the number of
reworked requirements and (iv) the servers’ utilization coefficients. These measures are defined as follows:
 Number of requirements which enter and exit the queuing system= Number of A (or B or C) requirements
finished (line 6 in Requirement/Customer Analysis) + Number of requirements driven to garbage collectors
GA (or GB or GC)
 Percentages of "erroneous" decisions =  Number of A (or B or C) requirements finished (line 6 in Customer
Analysis) + Number of requirements driven to garbage collectors GA (or GB or GC) (Garbage Collector
Analysis) - Number of requirements processed by AE (or BE or CE) / Number of requirements which enter
and exit the queuing system
 Percentages of requirements driven to garbage collectors= Number of requirements driven to garbage
collectors GA (or GB or GC) / Number of requirements which enter and exit the queuing system
 Number of requirements being reworked = Number of requirements processed by Screening servers - Number
of requirements processed by Evaluation servers – Number of requirements driven to garbage collectors
For each one of the performance measures, 95% confidence interval estimations are given based on the
simulation results:
Interval Plot of % errors AS; % errors BS; % errors CS

Interval Plot of % A to GA; % B to GB; % C to GC
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"erroneous" decisions

to garbage collectors
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4 POTENTIAL USEFULNESS OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS
The usage of an objective and quantitative evaluation method can be helpful to evaluate a software
requirements engineering process such as a requirements triage process. Instead of using a trial and error method,
a simulation approach can estimate the impact of variations of λ, μ and decision making probabilities to the
process completion and waiting times, the length of requirements queues and the number of erroneous evaluation
decisions. For different sets of parameter values, the preferred number of simulations is carried out to result in a
statistical estimation of the process measures. Simulation can consider different productivity rates caused by
changes in team size or composition, adoption of different development methodologies, and changes of relative
costs. A project manager could then check whether or to which extend increasing the number or the qualification
of analysts can influence the process quality/performance measures.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this study is to quantitatively evaluate the phases of a requirements triage process in a
software product software development. To achieve this objective, a simulation approach based on queuing
network performance model was proposed. The attributes of the model were consistent to ones reported by other
authors in cases of actual software product releases. The analysis was based on a symbolic stochastic (Monte
Carlo) simulation. The model activities were simulated for 30 periods of 100 days each and simulation results
were stored in a simulation database. Statistical analysis of the simulated results resulted in descriptive statistics
of the process performance measures, confidence intervals for the mean of “erroneous” evaluation decisions, the
mean number of requirements driven to garbage collectors, the mean number of reworked requirements and the
mean value of servers’ utilization (requirements analysts’ effort). Our stochastic approach could be exploited in a
predictive fashion as well, by changing the input parameters values at every performance of the simulation, to
foresee the impact of possible process changes prior to the deployment of a process in an actual setting of a
software project.
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